[October Given the plane n-ic r, a line 5 meeting r at an (« -l)-point A, and two projective pencils of surfaces \F m \ : s m " 1 g2m-x and \F^\ : s mf " 1 g2m'~v Through a generic point P(y) there passes a single F of I F\. The unique line t through P(y), s, r meets the associated F f of \F'\ in one residual point P'(x) the image of P(y) under the transformation thus defined. The residual base curves of \F\ and |P'|, other than s, have been denoted by g and g', respectively. Through a point Og' on g' there is a unique line /' of the congruence, this line lying upon one surface of | F'\. The associated surface of | F\ meets t' in a point F which generates a curve g. Similarly, beginning with a point 00 on g, a point P' generating a curve g' is found. It will be shown that r, s, g, g', g, g' are fundamental curves of the transformation, and that the point A is a fundamental point of the second kind.
2. Equations of the transformation. Let us take the equations of r and s, respectively, as
and the pencils of surfaces as
(a#) = ai#i + a 2 x 2 + a 3 x 3 + #4#4, and so on. Through a generic point P(y) there is an F of | P| with parameter u =z U(y)/V(y), and to this corresponds the F' of \F'\ having equation
The unique transversal t through P, r, s meets (5) 
m-fra'+n» and so on. Equations (6) are those of the inverse transformation.
In a similar manner the equations of the direct transformation are found to be
Images of fundamental curves and elements. The transformations T~l and T applied to an F' and jPof | F'\ and | F\, respectively, give U'^iT-^US^G, U~(T)U'S'™~lG'
where Similarly Through a point O r on r there is a pencil of transversals through s. O r determines an F' and the associated F cuts the pencil in 5 and a line /. The line / generates the ruled surface R, the image of r.
S'~(T-1 ) RS™+™'+"-*GG', S~(T) R f S'™+ m '+»-*GG', S f^( T)S
From a point O s on s there is an n-ic cone of transversals to r, to each line of which corresponds one F of \ F\ cutting that line in one point. The locus of all such points is a curve k which generates the surface S, the image of s. The order of k, determined by the intersection of S and a homaloidal surface, is m+m'+n--2.
Through a point 0 Q > on g f there is a unique line t of the congruence, but every F of \F\ passes through CV, hence 0 Q >~{T~l)t. The ruled surface G generated by t is the image of g' under T. Furthermore, every point P' of the line determines the same F' and t meets the associated F in one point P so that P~(T)t. The locus of points P is the curve g and g~(T)G. The order of g, determined by the intersection of two homaloidal surfaces, is m + 3m f + 2n -3. In a similar manner we find a curve g', of order 3m+m r -\-2n -3, such that
The multiple point ^4 is a fundamental point of the second kind and has as an image n -\ lines ci,»-, i = l, • • • , n -1, other than 5 lying one in each of the « -1 planes determined by s and the tangent lines to r at A.
We can now write the following correspondences :
4. Invariant and homaloidal surfaces. The éliminant of the parameter from J F\ and | F' | is the pointwise invariant surface K. The plane x\ = 0 and the planes determined by 5 and the tangent lines to r at A are also invariant, but not pointwise invariant.
Generic planes subjected to the transformations give
where the <£'s are homaloidal surfaces of the transformations, Further,
hence the homaloidal webs are
The intersection of two homaloidal surfaces gives the homaloidal net
We now write the additional correspondences : 
